PORTFOLIO

HENRIK LÜNEBORG
En del af min portfolio til offline og online

Videoer & Animationer
Video præsentation af mig (klik på billede og se 1,5 min.)

Video explainer animation (klik på billede og se 18 sek.)

Videoredigering af interview (klik på billede og se 2 min.)

Grafik animation til musik (klik på billede og se 24 sek.)

Videoredigering af instruktion (klik på billede og se 2 min.)

Motion graphic animation (klik på billede og se 35 sek.)

WEB MOCKUP VISNING

Visuel identitet

Desktopbredde 960px
Forside

Find hold side

Fitnesscenter

WEBDESIGN TIL Mobil 640 px, iPad 960 px og Desktop 1280 px

Fitnesscenter

MENU

NY FORM

MASSER AF HOLD

Her får du en masse nye muligheder, og vi bestræber os hver dag på at give vores
medlemmer den bedste træningsoplevelse.

• Mellem 07 og 21 hver dag

Fitnesscenter

MENU

NY FORM

VELKOMMEN TIL NY FORM

MENU

NY FORM

• Gratis for medlemmer
• Online booking

LÆS MERE

BLIV MEDLEM

Om os side

HOLD BOOKING

OM NY FORM

HOLDPLANER

NY FORM er seriøse træningscentre med en afslappet atmosfære. Der er
altid personale i receptionen.

TRÆNING PÅ DINE BETINGELSER
Vi har et stort udbud af holdtræning, erfarne personlige
trænere og et stor udbud af forskellige holdtimer.

STYRKE OG KONDITION

POWER

BODY AND MIND

SENIORHOLD

Stram op

Power Training

Pilates

Seniorhold

Stabilitet

TRX

Yoga

Senior spinning

Cirkeltræning/Puls

Cross-fit

Hatha Yoga

Senior power

Core

Fitnessboksning

Mindful Yoga

GLA:D-øvet

Effekt

HIIT

Mindful meditation

SPECIALHOLD

Mix fit

Dynamisk Yoga

Træning for gravide

Puls og styrke

SPINNING

Mindful Yoga – flow

Efterfødsel

Styrke & Energi

Spinning

Vinyasa Dynamisk Yoga

Crossfit – Børn og Unge

Ren styrke

Spinning intro

Morgen Yoga

Diabetes/KOL

Senior spinning

Yoga med terapibolde

DANSEHOLD

Træningscentrene er veludstyrede, og du kan styrketræne i maskiner eller
med frie vægte og få pulsen op på løbebånd, crosstrainers, trappemaskiner
mv. Du har også mulighed for at benytte vores varierede holdtilbud.
Hos NY Form har du mulighed for løbende professionel vejledning af et
veluddannet og engageret personale.
Vores mål er, at hjælpe vores medlemmer med at komme i gang med deres
træning. Kig forbi til en gratis prøvetræning. Her har du både mulighed for at
prøve holdtræning og fitness.

Stretch & Relax

Hit Fit Dance

Mobility

Groove Dance

Fysio-Pilates

Yolates
Dance Fitness

TRÆN MED PERSONLIG TRÆNER
Hjælper dig med at nå dine mål!

LÆS MERE

POPULÆRE HOLD NETOP NU

PRØV OGSÅ

EFFEKT | PULS OG STYRKE | YOGA | SENIORTRÆNING

CROSSFIT | TRÆNING FOR GRAVIDE

TRÆNING MED DIG I FOKUS

LÆS MERE

NY FORM PÅ INSTAGRAM
EN PERSONLIG TRÆNER HJÆLPER DIG MED AT NÅ DINE MÅL
Hos NY FORM tilbyder vi dig personlig træning med vores engagerede og dygtige instruktører.
Få tilknyttet en personlig træner hos Fysisk Form og kom et skridt nærmere dine mål.

LÆS MERE

TRÆN PÅ HOLD

LÆS MERE

Holdtræning er sjovt og effektivt

GENERELT

INFORMATION

HJÆLP

Mit NY FORM

Datapolitik

Kontakt os

Priser

Huset regler

Spørgsmål og svar

Ledige jobs

Medlemsbetingelser

Til/afmeld nyhedsbrev
Følg os på Instagram

FIND OS HER
GENERELT

INFORMATION

HJÆLP

Mit NY FORM

Datapolitik

Kontakt os

Priser

Huset regler

Spørgsmål og svar

Ledige jobs

Medlemsbetingelser

Til/afmeld nyhedsbrev

FIND OS HER

HVAD ER DIT MÅL?
Vi tilbyder dig mange muligheder inden for træning i vores træningscentre.
Uanset hvilke mål du har, så hjælper vi dig med det.
LÆS MERE

Fitnesscenter

NY FORM

DET ER LET AT KOMME IGANG
BLIV MEDLEM

ANNONCER PÅ FACEBOOK

GENERELT

INFORMATION

HJÆLP

Mit NY FORM

Datapolitik

Kontakt os

Priser

Huset regler

Spørgsmål og svar

Ledige jobs

Medlemsbetingelser

Til/afmeld nyhedsbrev

FIND OS HER

ILLUSTRATIONER

side 6

Fitnesscenter

NY FORM

Annoncer som kan være lavet med still billeder eller en kort video:

IKONER

Fitnesscenter

NY FORM

Fitnesscenter

NY FORM

NY FORM

NY FORM

Fitnesscenter

Fitnesscenter

NY FORM

50%

NY FORM
GRATIS

199,-

OPRETTELSE

GRATIS
OPRETTELSE

PR. MDR.

HELE JANUAR

START I DAG >

NÅ DIT MÅL INDEN SOMMER >

NYFORM.DK

NYFORM.DK

NY FORM - Motion til dig

NY FORM - Motion til dig

Fitnesscenter

NY FORM
Fitnesscenter

NY FORM

NY FORMs ikoner fungerer som stemningsskabere, sammen med tekst kommunikation.

Kataloger, brochurer, flyers og emballage

Understanding the Napatech World

The following provides a description of important business and technical
terms and concepts that are central to the world of Napatech.

What is a NIC?
The Network Interface Card (NIC) in a server is responsible for connecting the
server to the network. It receives data using Ethernet and IP protocols from
the network at high-speed and then ensures that this is delivered to the CPU
where it can be analyzed, manipulated or processed in some other way. Once
the CPU is done, it can choose to transmit the data back over the network
and uses the NIC to do this.

Case study: IBM doubles QRadar
Network Insights performance

What is a server?
A server is a computer that is designed specifically for heavy computing
needs. It has the same basic design as a home or personal computer
with a processing chip, the CPU (see below), responsible for running all
the software, memory for short-term data storage, hard-disks for
long-term storage of programs and files and finally a network card - a
NIC (see below) – responsible for receiving and transmitting data
between the server and other servers over the network.

What is an FPGA?
A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) provides an alternative to the CPU
for processing data. While the CPU is excellent at performing multiple tasks at
the same time, the FPGA is excellent at performing a specific set of tasks at
high speed and with large capacity. This makes the FPGA ideal for data
processing tasks that would normally require a lot of time and resources for
the CPU to process.

Tel. +45 4596 1500
info@napatech.com
www.napatech.com

NORTH AMERICA
Napatech inc.
Boston, Massachusetts
Los Altos, California
Washington D.C.

APAC
Napatech China/South Asia
Taipei City, Taiwan
Tel. +886 2 28164533 Ext.
319

Tel. +1 888 318 8288

Napatech Japan K.K.
Tokyo, Japan
Tel. +81 3 5326 3374
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performance and 100% data capture
with zero packet loss at all sizes.
Given the scarcity of valuable rack
space, they needed to maximize
performance without radically
increasing the physical size of their
solution. Moreover, they needed the
option to scale their analytics
appliance, QRadar Network Insights
(QNI), across multiple appliances to
further increase performance – while
ensuring optimum timestamp
precision and session consistency
across appliances.

Challenge
IBM is a recognized global leader in
cybersecurity solutions. Their QRadar
security information and event
management (SIEM) system is the
preferred solution for network and
security professionals. To enable
end-users to identify and respond to
incidents faster, it is imperative that
the QRadar SIEM provides quick
access to all network data – real-time
and historic.

Solution
IBM relied on Napatech SmartNIC
software and hardware to ensure
that their fundamental performance
and capture needs were met. The
Napatech SmartNIC capabilities
were further enhanced to offload the
complex and burdensome security
workloads from the CPUs.
Double performance
To boost capacity of the QNI
appliance while avoiding additional
rack costs, IBM decided to integrate
a 2-socket 2U server. In maximizing
utilization of the compute resources,
ensuring that these were not wasted
on internal traffic distribution, the

To address industry demands, IBM
needed to efficiently scale QRadar in
multiple dimensions while maintaining
critical application requirements,
including line rate network

Challenge
IBM needed to scale their
QRadar SIEM, maximizing
performance without radically
increasing the physical size or
cost of their solution. To further
boost performance, they
needed the option to scale the
QRadar Network Insights
across multiple appliances
– while ensuring timestamp
precision and session
consistency across the
platform.
Solution
IBM relied on Napatech
SmartNICs to offload the
complex and burdensome
security workloads from the
CPUs, thereby freeing up
valuable compute resources.

Napatech
accelerators

n2disk

Flow
Collector

Case study: Hyperscale data
center steps up security

To reinforce their security posture,
they needed to gain full traffic
visibility. Losing even a single data
packet could potentially expose their
critical infrastructure and
compromise the safety of assets and
resources. What they needed was a
solution that would guarantee
lossless capture, even at 100G. To
enhance efficiency, they also needed
a 1:1 overview of the NetFlow
statistics while only storing selected
flows to disk. That way they could
focus their further processing on any
abnormal, suspicious activity, instead
of committing resources to
investigate each single data packet.

Solution
ntop partnered with Napatech
to develop a compact 100G
monitoring solution that would
provide complete and efficient
network visibility. The solution
was powered by Napatech’s
FPGA SmartNICs, ensuring
lossless capture and full
compatibility even at 100G.
Benefits
The solution helped the data
center to realize a drastically
stronger network security with
a minimum strain on
resources.

Key benefits
By combining the high-speed Cento
software with Napatech SmartNICs,
we successfully developed a 100G
capacity solution that would both
ensure zero packet loss while also

nProbe™ Cento
nProbe™ Cento is a high-speed
NetFlow probe able to keep up with
10/40/100G. Besides capturing
ingress packets and computing flow
data, it can be used to classify the
traffic via DPI (Deep Packet
Inspection) and perform optional
actions on selected packets/flows
when used as traffic forwarder in
combination with other applications
such as IPS/IDS, traffic recorders,
etc.
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No QPI
transfer

Load
distribution

Up to 128
streams

CPU socket 1

Secondary SmartNIC

S1-U

QRadar Network PCAP
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The nanosecond-precision
timestamp was performed by the
QNI connected to the network tap
point before the packets were
forwarded to the appliances
downstream for processing. This
synchronization enabled quick and
seamless data correlation and
identification of unique sessions
across the various QRadar
appliances, providing the needed
consistency for fast and precise
forensic investigation.

Industry pain points
With the arrival of 4G, and 5G on the
rise, service providers are pushed by
the market to launch Voice over Long
Term Evolution (VoLTE) and Voice/
Video over WiFi (VoWiFI). For these
time-critical services, Quality of
Experience (QoE) is a crucial factor.
But without the ability to accurately
measure and control packet latency,
subscribers are likely to experience
service disruptions or poor voice or
video quality.

Benefits
• Doubled application performance
• Substantial cost savings
• Complete timestamp consistency
across devices
• No software changes required
Find more case studies at:
www.napatech.com/resources/
case-studies

Benefits
• Doubled application
performance
• Substantial cost savings
• Complete timestamp
consistency across devices
• No software changes
required
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Challenge
While the market offers a substantial
selection of high-precision latency
measurement solutions, these tend
to be sizeable, closed and
cost-prohibitive, adding excessive
pressure on OPEX. Moreover, these
solutions are often extremely
complex, requiring dedicated and
costly engineering expertise.
In addressing this challenge, an
industry leading technology company
was tasked to develop a solution for
their service provider customers,
offering the same level of precision
but at a lower total cost of ownership
and with less complexity.
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$2.2M (7%) CAPEX and
$1.9M (10%) OPEX over 4 years
40x less
CPU usage

Case study: Compression PoC for Nokia
proves 40x performance improvement

Session Description

Location

03:00 p.m. - 09:00 p.m.

Check-in at The Warwick Hotel Denver

1776 Grant Street, Denver, Co 80203

09:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Meet and Greet in the bar

Hotel bar

FPGA Cloud Crypto

Your playground in the sky

Wednesday, September 27
Session Description
Breakfast

08:30 a.m. - 09:00 a.m.

Introduction

09:00 a.m. - 09:50 a.m.

Find out more at:
www.napatech.com

Denver, Colorado

Find more case studies at:
www.napatech.com/
resources/case-studies

Your invitation to ELEVATE! 2017
On behalf of Elevate! 2017, we are pleased to invite
you to the inaugural technology conference on
September 26 - 28, 2017 in Denver, Colorado.
This unique user-only conference features an exceptional list of speakers who are personally involved
in helping their companies to reimagine their businesses by bringing cloud-scale benefits to their
networks, with FPGA-based acceleration for network and security applications in open and standard
server platforms.
Each session of the agenda focuses on the technical solution details of real-world deployments that
lower costs and improve security on a reconfigurable computing platform that delivers hardware
performance at the speed of software innovation.
You have been specifically identified by like-minded technology leaders within the industry, as
someone who would be interested in learning more about the use cases, applications and stunning
benchmarks that our featured speakers were able to achieve, and to share your perspectives and
experiences with your peers and fellow attendees.

Location:
The Warwick Hotel Denver
1776 Grant Street
Denver, CO 80203
Check-in:
Tuesday, September 26

ntapacsales@napatech.com
www.napatech.com

Machine Learning

09:50 a.m. - 10:10 a.m.

Coffee break

10:10 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Open Source Security at Facebook

11:00 a.m. - 11:10 a.m.

Stretch the legs

11:10 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Open Source Security

12:00 p.m. - 01:00 p.m.

Lunch

01:00 p.m. - 01:50 p.m.

High-Speed Network Monitoring

01:50 p.m. - 02:00 p.m.

Stretch the legs

02:00 p.m. - 02:50 p.m.

SmartNIC

02:50 p.m. - 03:10 p.m.

Coffee break

03:10 p.m. - 04:00 p.m.

Machine Learning with Network Data

04:00 p.m. - 04:10 p.m.

Stretch the legs

04:10 p.m. - 05:00 p.m.

Cyber Security

05:00 p.m. - 06:30 p.m.

Break

06:30 p.m. - 09:00 p.m.

Dinner

09:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Round Table with Developers

*Presenter

Location

World’s first FPGA-as-a-Service
encryption and decryption using
an Amazon EC2 F1 instance

Hotel restaurant
Jarrod J.S. Siket - Napatech

Millennium Ballroom

Russ Couturier - IBM

Millennium Ballroom

Erik Waher - Facebook

Millennium Ballroom

Check-out:
Thursday, September 28

Time

Who are the speakers:
See agenda

Industry pain points
While virtualization brings a series of
obvious benefits, it also introduces
new hurdles. The huge flexibility
made possible by software (SW)
must inevitably be weighed against
the large consumption of resources
required to deliver a performance
level that matches hardware (HW).
For SW compression, one issue is
that the widely applied gzip format is
overly CPU intensive. This imposes
substantial speed limitations and
drops the overall application
performance.

Millennium Ballroom

Millennium Ballroom

Awanish Verman and Jim Dworkin - Xilinx

Millennium Ballroom

Fergal Toomey - Corvil

Millennium Ballroom

Bob Nichelson - Dell EMC Federal

Millennium Ballroom

When Nokia encountered a
performance bottleneck related to the
SW file compression of their storage
application, they wanted to explore a
HW acceleration solution to
compress and store 40 Gbps of raw
data. This needed to happen on the
fly, exploiting only a minimum of CPU

“The PoC showed
excellent results and truly
underpinned Napatech’s
dexterity in the
virtualization sphere.”
Jari Ruohonen
Sr. Product Manager, Nokia Airframe Group

Our solution
To help Nokia unburden their CPUs,
Napatech designed a compression
acceleration solution based on a
Napatech SmartNIC, powered by
FPGA. With this solution, the raw
data would be sent seamlessly from
the application to the HW accelerated
compression engine running on the
SmartNIC. An advanced queueing
system ensured that multiple
compression tasks could be
performed simultaneously. After
compression, the file would be
returned to the application with a
selection of headers - gzip or similar
- readable to the relevant SW. Next,
the compressed file could be
offloaded for storage.

Challenge
Nokia Airframe Group had
encountered a performance
bottleneck related to the SW
file compression of their
storage application. They
wanted to explore a HW
acceleration solution to
compress and store 40 Gbps
of raw data.
Solution
To help Nokia unburden their
CPUs, Napatech designed a
compression acceleration
solution based on a Napatech
SmartNIC, powered by FPGA.
Benefits
Results were outstanding: the
HW acceleration
demonstrated 30x faster
compression time and 40
Gbps sustained file
compression for storage, using
only 1 CPU core - a massive
performance improvement
with estimated CAPEX and
OPEX savings of around $4
million in just four years’ time.

Benefits
The performance improvements
achieved with this solution were
stunning: 30 times faster
compression time and 40 Gbps
sustained file compression for
storage using only 1 CPU core. In
contrast to the 40 cores utilized to
achieve the same performance in SW
only, these figures were outstanding.
With this solution in place, the data
compression could be performed
quickly and reliably – losing no
information, even at high speeds.
Over a period of four years, the CPU
optimization compared to SW was
estimated to generate CAPEX and
OPEX savings of around $4 million for
a data center with approx. 10,000
servers.

Solution highlights:
• 40 Gbps sustained file
compression/decompression for
storage
• Only 1 CPU core used vs. 40
cores for SW only
• 40x improvement vs. SW
compression
• 30x faster compression time
• High compression ratio typically
up to 3:1
• Unique de-duplication ID per file

Denver
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• Compared to alternative market
offerings, this solution requires
significantly less rack space and
provides better coverage with
fewer hardware components.
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Our Reconfigurable
Computing Platform™ is
based on a broad set of FPGA
software for leading IT
compute, network and
security applications that are
supported on a wide array of
FPGA hardware designs.
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WHY NAPATECH?
Reconfigurable Computing

The shift towards cloud networking, 5G and IoT
is disrupting the way applications and services
are created and deployed. With this disruption,
the gap between growing data processing
needs and available capacity is widening.
Reconfigurable computing is an evolution driven
by hyperscale cloud companies to address this
gap by combining the flexibility of software with
the high performance of hardware. By using
vastly flexible high-speed computing fabrics like
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) as a
complementary processing alternative,
compute intensive tasks can be offloaded,
assuring maximum server performance and
CPU utilization.

High speed encryption

DPDK compatible

nu!!

www.lau

3400
HILLERØD
TLF:
48 26
FREDERIKS
04 39
BORGSLOT.

The component seamlessly plugs into the DPDK framework
and greatly accelerates applications such as IPsec gateways
and SSL end2end security by offloading heavy cryptography
payloads and unburdening valuable CPUs.

Encrypt/decrypt at the speed
of your interface

KERNE

BUTIK

2009

Find out more at:
www.napatech.com

REIMAGINE your business
Bring hyperscale benefits
to your network

Napatech FPGA Cloud Crypto will soon be available in the
Amazon EC2 F1 Web Services environment. This powerful
cryptography engine offers capabilities for DPDK cryptodev
rapid prototyping and provides a versatile technology
playground for developers to learn, experiment and adapt use
cases for FPGA-based crypto offload.

Confidential and integrity-protected
traffic between cloud services

3.100

Tryk plakater til udstilling og messer
4-farve tryk på den ene side
eller reklame i butik i str. A2, A1 og A0.
Tryk plakat i optimal opløsning og med hurtig levering.
Vælg mellem mange størrelser og efterbehandlingsmuligheder til
markedet laveste priser.

Alle priser er ekskl. moms
EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST
AND AFRICA
Napatech A/S
Copenhagen, Denmark

2.000

Napatech pioneered the use of reconfigurable
FPGA-powered acceleration hardware and
software for networking and security
applications. Our Reconfigurable Computing
PlatformTM runs on our family of highperformance SmartNICs and helps IT
organizations to support the growing number
of demanding software applications required
to do business today. By enhancing open and
standard servers, we improve services, boost
applications and bring hyperscale benefits to
networks of every size.

Compatible with DPDK Cryptodev:
OVS, FD.io

Take DPDK Cryptodev
for a spin

Session Description

Location

07:30 a.m. - 08:30 a.m.

Breakfast

Hotel restaurant

08:30 a.m.

Check-out

08:30 a.m. - 01:30 p.m.

Offsite Events. Choose one of the activities: Golf or outdoor in the mountains

Up and running in 5

Access playground in minutes
– all configured and ready for use

Works in cloud and on-prem

About Napatech

Crypto playground in the cloud
– functionality also on-prem

Napatech helps companies to reimagine their business, by bringing
hyper-scale computing benefits to IT organizations of every size. We
enhance open and standard virtualized servers to boost innovation
and release valuable computing resources that improve services and
increase revenue.

Scan the QR code
to access product-related
information and resources

www.napatech.com

Our Reconfigurable Computing Platform™ is based on a broad set
of FPGA software for leading IT compute, network and security
applications that are supported on a wide array of FPGA hardware
designs.
Additional information is available at www.napatech.com

SikaCim® Betonklæber
Vedhæftningsforbedrer og
mørteltilsætningsmiddel

Sika®MiniPack
Reparationsmørtel

Anvendelse
SikaCim Betonklæber har to anvendelser: Vedhæftningsforbedrer og mørteltilsætningsmiddel – dvs. som
tilsætningsmiddel i svumme-, reparations-og udstøbningsmørtler. Ved brug i svummemørtler fås en betydelig
vedhæftningsforbedring, og ved iblanding i mørtler fås en
bedre og langt mere holdbar mørtel. Følgende anvendelser er typiske for SikaCim Betonklæber: tilsætning til
svummemørtler, tilsætning til tyndpudsmørtler, tilsætning
til pudsemørtler – f.eks. sokkelpuds, vægpuds.

Anvendelse
Allround reparationsmørtel på beton, murværk, puds, tegl,
ude som inde. Anvendelser, der er typiske for Sika MiniPackReparationsmørtel:
 Reparation af bygningsdele som: Facader, søjler, bjæl
ker, dæk m.v.
 Reparation af gangbelastede overflader som: Trapper,
altaner, gulve o.lign.
 Reparation af køreveje, som f.eks. ramper, garagegulve og andre hårdt belastede konstruktioner.

Fordele
 Formidabel vedhæftningsforbedrer
 Giver meget tætte mørtler

Fordele
 Formidabel bearbejdelighed og nem at finish-bearbejde
 Høj sikkerhed for god vedhæftning til alle materialer

Reparation

Sika®MiniPack Vandtætning
Vandtætningsmørtel

Sika®MiniPack
Hurtigmørtel

Anvendelse
Tætner bygningsdele, der er blevet utætte eller ubrugelige
grundet indtrængende fugt. Anvendelse kan finde sted på
alle keramiske bygningsmaterialer. Anvendelser typiske for
Sika MiniPack Vandtætningsmørtel:
 Vandtætning af kældervægge og gulve for fugt og vand
 Vandtætning af bassiner – have- og svømmebassiner
 Vandtætning af fundamenter

Anvendelse
Fiksering, montage og reparation, når der ønskes hurtig
hærdning til hurtig ibrugtagning. Anvendelser, der er typiske for Sika MiniPack Hurtigmørtel:
 Montage og fiksering af diverse bygningsbeslag
Indstøbning af bolte og ankre
 Reparation af beton og puds til omgående ibrugtagning
I alle tilfælde med det formål at sikre en hurtig og stærk
montage eller reparation.

Hurtig

XProtect® Essential Camera Packs Campaign

11 kasser når du bestiller 10

XProtect Essential is one of the professional open-platform
video management software offered by Milestone Systems.
Supporting up to 26 cameras, XProtect Essential is an ideal
match for small businesses that primarily require basic video
recording and follow-up investigation of incidents.

Dette tilbud gælder frem til 1. september 2009.

Our Reconfigurable
Computing Platform™ is
based on a broad set of FPGA
software for leading IT
compute, network and
security applications that are
supported on a wide array of
FPGA hardware designs.

Quick facts

Find out more at:
www.napatech.com

•

Basic video surveillance

•

Up to 26 cameras

•

Supports more than 4000 camera models

•

Single-server software

•

Five concurrent users

Find more case studies at:
www.napatech.com/
resources/case-studies

12 stk. 600ml poser pr. kasse
Pris kr. 17,50 pr. pose

APAC
Napatech China/South Asia
Taipei City, Taiwan
Tel. +886 2 28164533 Ext.
319

• The solution is highly costefficient as it is based on standard
servers and continually scales
with increasing network speeds
and traffic loads.

500
2.560

4.020

5

Why Sell One
When You Can Sell More!

Fakta

NORTH AMERICA
Napatech inc.
Boston, Massachusetts
Los Altos, California
Washington D.C.

the network and overview of any
issues degrading the VoLTE or
VoWiFi quality across the
infrastructure.

• With this solution, users get a
state-of-the-art analytics engine
that provides real-time insight into

Benefits
Cost-efficient, compact
solution that enables:
• network-wide latency
measurements
• real-time insight into any
issues degrading the
VoLTE or VoWiFi

Sample DPDK IPSec
Gateway app included

Hotel bar

The Amazon Web Services Partner Network (APN) is the global partner
program for AWS. It is focused on helping APN Partners build successful
AWS-based businesses or solutions by providing business, technical,
marketing, and go-to-market support. APN Partners are uniquely positioned
to help your company at any stage of your Cloud Adoption Journey.

Ljungdahl har netop introduceret Tagkit til over- og understrygning af tegl- og betontagsten, tætning af inddækninger m.m. Tagkit er et konkurrencedygtigt kvalitetsmateriale og lige nu får du som introduktion:

Farver: Sort og brun (som passer til ældre tegl)
Levering: sort straks, brun 3 dages leveringstid
Datablade på www.ljungdahl.dk

Why sell one when you can sell more

More money per project

More savings for customers

For a limited time, encourage your customers to buy

Encouraging resellers to buy more camera licenses would

Purchasing camera licenses in packs gives resellers up

XProtect Essential camera licenses in packs of 4, 8, 16 or

help them have enough stock to be prepared for their

to 10% extra discount on top of their existing partner

24 and enjoy the following benefits:

customers’ growing needs. This in turn generates higher

discount. Invite your resellers to take advantage of this

sales volume and bigger margins, per project, for you.

offer and help them invest wisely.

Bestilling
En tæt forbindelse...

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST
AND AFRICA
Napatech A/S
Copenhagen, Denmark

Benefits
• With nanosecond timestamp and
time-synchronization, the solution
enables QoE measurements
between multiple points in a
network at any port speed. This
ensures that packet latency can
be quickly detected.

Solution
The tech company selected
Napatech’s FPGA-driven
SmartNICs to enable latency
measurements with
nanosecond precision. A
correlation mechanism was
implemented to identify and
trace the packet propagation
through the entire network.

Written for
DPDK framework

Working together
to grow your business

Ljungdahl Tagkit

DN-1072 Rev. 3

Client challenge
Nokia is a global leader in creating
technologies at the heart of the
connected world, from enabling
infrastructure for 5G and the Internet
of Things, to emerging applications in
virtual reality.

resources. Napatech was engaged to
develop the Proof of Concept (PoC).

Hardware accelerated
compression

Internet

Executive & Cambridge rooms
Luca Deri - NTOP

Number of attendees:
20 - 30 by invite only

INTRODUKTIONSTILBUD

Tag

SGi

300
2.320

*Presenters are subject to change

Who to respond to?
Please email: elevate2017@napatech.com
Deadline: Limited seats, first come first served. Please respond to this invitation to secure your
exclusive place before enrollment is open to the public.
Confirmation and hotel room: Please confirm that you will attend Elevate! 2017 and that you will
require a hotel room from Sept. 26 to Sept. 28.

Napatech
Napatech helps companies to
reimagine their business, by
bringing hyper-scale
computing benefits to IT
organizations of every size.

Challenge
Current latency measurement
solutions for LTE networks are
sizeable, complex and
cost-prohibitive. To address
this challenge, an industry
leading technology company
needed to develop a solution
offering the same level of
precision but at a lower TCO
and with less complexity.

Cloud Security

Peter Manev - Stamus Networks (Suricata)

Thursday, September 28

We look forward to seeing you at Elevate! 2017 in Denver.

We enhance open and
standard virtualized servers to
boost innovation and release
valuable computing resources
that improve services and
increase revenue.

1

Software
compression

Combined with Napatech’s
nanosecond precision timestamping
capabilities, this correlation key
allowed each packet to be accurately
timestamped, traced and measured
as it traversed the network. This
made it possible to map out delays
between different tap points
providing a fully reliable, real-time
portrayal of the overall network
latency.

Tuesday, September 26

Time

P-GW

A2
A1
A0

We enhance open and
standard virtualized servers to
boost innovation and release
valuable computing resources
that improve services and
increase revenue.

FPGA Cloud Crypto

W W W. L J U N G D A H L . D K

TOTAL SAVINGS:
$4 million

To uniquely identify individual packets
and track their propagation through
the network, Napatech implemented
a hash-based correlation mechanism
that added a “fingerprint” to each
packet. This feature enabled
intelligent comparison between two
packets, taking into account
changing header information and
checksums.

Event Program

07:30 a.m. - 08:30 a.m.

S5/S8

info@napatech.com
www.napatech.com

AGENDA

Improved performance with hardware acceleration

40

Solution
The tech company selected
Napatech’s FPGA-driven SmartNIC
hardware and software to accelerate
their solution and enable latency
measurements with nanosecond
precision.

ELEVATE! 2017

Our Reconfigurable
Computing Platform™ is
based on a broad set of
FPGA software for leading IT
compute, network and
security applications that are
supported on a wide array of
FPGA hardware designs.

S-GW

Payload
Capture

The Napatech SmartNIC brought the
capability to recognize different kinds
of traffic, even when transported in
tunnels like GPRS Tunneling Protocol
(GTP). It provided full theoretical
throughput and added the
intelligence to balance the load
across available processing
resources to ensure minimum
pressure on the CPUs.

info@napatech.com
www.napatech.com

Time

Headers

Case study: Leading technology company
rethinks VoLTE quality assurance

1 ingress

½ ingress

2

Payload
Capture

Antal

DN-1146 Rev. 1

Solution
ntop and Napatech partnered to
develop a compact high-speed
solution that would both ensure
complete packet capture while also
providing the needed 1:1 NetFlow
overview.

Challenge
A global hyperscale data
center engaged ntop to help
develop a 100G traffic
monitoring solution. Their
current solution only provided
a fractional overview of their
network traffic, so they
needed to reinforce their
security posture.

Up to 128
streams

CPU socket 0

Correlation
Key
Key calculation

DN-1204 Rev. 1

Client challenges
This was the challenge faced by a
global hyperscale data center as they
engaged ntop and Napatech to help
develop a 100G line rate traffic
monitoring solution focusing both on
network performance measurement
and security traffic analysis. Their
current solution was based on
Random Sampled NetFlow, which

only provided them a fractional
overview of who had been on their
network and what action they had
taken.

providing a fully reliable 1:1 overview
of the NetFlow. The combined power
of this packet and flow-centric
solution helped the data center to
realize a drastically stronger network
security with a minimum strain on
resources.

Captured
time stamp
appended
to packets

Direct cache access

Load
distribution

QPI

Reimagine your business
by bringing Cloud-scale
benefits to your network

DN-1044 Rev. 2

Industry pain points
The ability to detect threats at any
speed is a challenge. In a world of
software-defined everything, with
trillions of endpoints, massive
amounts of data and networks
operating at speeds of 40G and
100G, these challenges become
even more complex. To make
matters worse, there is a severe lack
of commercial, affordable offerings
capable of addressing industry
needs. Many enterprises and cloud
service providers are therefore driven
to build their own security monitoring
solutions. But how do you build an
efficient solution that provides
complete traffic visibility, even at
100G?

Napatech’s FPGA-powered
SmartNICs were integrated with the
nProbe™ Cento software. This
provided guaranteed lossless
capture and enabled traffic analysis
even at 100G. When captured, the
data packets were classified by the
Cento NetFlow probe and converted
into flows. The n2disk™ network
traffic recorder made it possible to
write packets from suspicious flows
to disk for extensive periods of time,
enabling subsequent forensic
investigation.

Headers

¼ ingress

Primary SmartNIC

ELEVATE! 2017

We enhance open and
standard virtualized servers to
boost innovation and release
valuable computing resources
that improve services and
increase revenue.

Correlation
Key
Key calculation

¼ ingress

½ ingress

The Cento 100G Capacity Solution
Napatech
Napatech helps companies
to reimagine their business,
by bringing hyper-scale
computing benefits to IT
organizations of every size.

NTAPI

QRadar Network Insights

1

Timestamp

4x10G

Napatech
Napatech helps companies to
reimagine their business, by
bringing hyper-scale
computing benefits to IT
organizations of every size.

Comparing correlation keys from different monitoring points to
identify messages traversing the mobile core network

¼ ingress
¼ ingress

Multiplied performance boost
To realize a further significant
performance increase without having
to change the QNI software, the
socket load balancing feature and
central timestamping mechanism
were used to split traffic over multiple
QNI appliances. The concept also
encompassed a QRadar Network
PCAP appliance, based on
Napatech capture-to-disk
technology, to capture and store the
complete packets – ensuring that all
hard facts could be easily retrieved
for forensic investigation.

PLAKATER 130g papir

Customer application

Network

QRadar Network Insights

DN-1149 Rev. 1

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST
AND AFRICA
Napatech A/S
Copenhagen, Denmark

Industry pain points
Communications networks are going
through their greatest evolution in
decades. The emergence of cloud,
5G mobile and IoT has forever
altered the way companies, users
and applications communicate. The
combination of multiplying data,
growing bandwidth, more devices
and a borderless enterprise has
created immense pressure to provide
greater security and regulatory
compliance, without increasing
equipment and management costs.

T

Captured
time stamp
at tap point

DN-1132 Rev. 1

What is virtualization?
Virtualization enables one physical device to be shared amongst several
users without each user experiencing that the device is being shared.
To each user it looks and feels as if they have exclusive access to the
server. When a software program, or application, is virtualized, it means
that it is sharing a server with several other virtualized software
applications, but where it looks and feels as if it has exclusive access to
the server resources.

DN-1155 Rev. 1

The FPGA consists of a large array of computational and memory blocks that
can be combined to perform a task in a specific order the same way every
time. A CPU often changes the order of tasks leading to performance
fluctuations. A software file is used to define how the FPGA blocks are
combined allowing FPGAs to be reconfigured “on-the-fly” to perform any task
required.

What is an OEM appliance?
An appliance is an integrated product that provides a specific
networking, test, monitoring or security functionality. Appliances are
often based on a server with pre-installed software, but are not open
and cannot be used for any other purpose. The providers of appliances
are often referred to as Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) as
they design, develop and deliver the appliance.

and intelligently split between the two
CPUs in collated, strategic sessions.
Without making any changes to their
QNI software, IBM hereby doubled
their application performance while
maintaining the 2U form factor.

To ensure complete session
consistency, the packets were
timestamped with nanosecond
precision by the primary SmartNIC

What is a SmartNIC?
A SmartNIC is also called an “Intelligent NIC”, as it has more intelligence to
make decisions on what to do with data it receives from the network. With a
normal or “standard” NIC, the data received is sent directly to the CPU that
makes all the decisions on what needs to be done. But, as the CPU has many
tasks to perform at the same time, it can cause delays and interruptions if a
lot of data is received and the CPU needs to be interrupted many times to
make decisions on what to do with the data. With a SmartNIC, part of the
decision making is delegated to the SmartNIC by the CPU so that data is
analyzed or manipulated or processed in some other way on the SmartNIC
and never sent to the CPU.

What is a network?
A network is a group of devices that are connected together by
switches and routers to allow exchange of data. The connections can
be optical fiber or electrical copper cables. The devices “talk” to each
other using protocols such as Ethernet and Internet Protocol otherwise
known as IP.

leading Napatech SmartNIC
capabilities were extended with a
socket load balancing feature. The
primary objective was to ensure that
the traffic was efficiently distributed
between the two CPUs in this
2-socket server. Relying on the
QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) for
distribution would diminish
performance and impair scalability.
To avoid this, the socket load
balancing feature distributed the
traffic between a primary and
secondary SmartNIC and created a
dedicated packet stream to each of
the two CPU sockets, hereby
bypassing the QPI.

«

What is a CPU?
The Central Processing Unit (CPU) is the part of a server (or a computer) that
processes large amounts of data at high speeds. The CPU is responsible for
running programs on the server and usually runs several programs at a time.
In the world of Napatech, the programs that our customers develop are
designed to perform analysis or manipulation of data from the network where
it is important that the data is delivered as fast and efficiently as possible from
the network to the CPU. Napatech solutions are excellent at addressing this
challenge.

Telefon: 48 14 00 10
E-mail: ljungdahl@ljungdahl.dk
eller ved vore salgskonsulenter:

Sjælland - Jørgen Thisgaard 40 10 99 33
Midt- og Nordjylland - Torben Mølsted Ibsen 40 10 47 10
Syd-, Sønderjylland & Fyn - Tommy Skou 40 32 59 37

ntapacsales@napatech.com
www.napatech.com

Video surveillance
your way

Ljungdahl A/S leverer et bredt sortiment af produkter til tætningsløsninger mod vind og vand i dansk byggeri.
Ljungdahl A/S · Hejrevang 22 · Postbox 214 · DK-3450 Allerød · Tlf: +45 48 14 00 10 · Fax: +45 48 14 02 34 · Mail: ljungdahl@ljungdahl.dk

Integrated video solutions
with unlimited options

Milestone Husky M10
TM

Milestone Husky M30
TM

Sika Danmark tilbyder dig en totalløsning
Invester 2 timer for at høre om den nyeste teknologi i Roof to Floor


Tagfolie – Sarnafil T miljøfolie, nu med solceller



Parquet bonding – Sika AcouBond trinlydsdæmpning

▶ Performance-optimized NVR solutions
▶ Ready-to-use in just a few minutes
▶ Customizable and scalable up to 120 cameras
▶ 3 year warranty

Industrigulve – epoxy- og polyuretangulve
Få mere info om ovenstående løsninger på www.sika.dk under Construction og Roofing



Milestone Husky M50
TM

Vi kommer hjem til din tegnestue efter aftale med:
Søren Holm på tlf.: 2933 5001 eller e-mail: holm.soeren@dk.sika.com
Jimmy Kahl på tlf.: 4057 7316 eller e-mail: kahl.jimmy@dk.sika.com

Ved besøg får du vores USB-mand
(2 Gb) med vores præsentationer.

Sika Danmark A/S, Præstemosevej 24, 3480 Fredensborg, tlf. 48 18 85 85, fax 48 18 84 96, www.sika.dk

Husky sign 230x145cm.indd 1
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Fordele
Formidable vandtætnende egenskaber i meget tynde lag
Meget enkel at anvende – tilsættes kun vand og
kostes på
 Giver meget høj sikkerhed for en optimal løsning



Fordele
Hærder hurtigt – i løbet af meget få minutter
Praktisk pakning – til både store og små reparationer
Kan overmales umiddelbart efter udhærdning





Roll-ups
ELEVATE! 2017
Reimagine your business
by bringing Cloud-scale
benefits to your network

DELL SELL THROUGH PROGRAM

COMPLETE PORTFOLIO FOR DELL SERVERS

FPGA-based SmartNICs

Provided by Dell

For Networking and Cybersecurity

ACCELERATE

YOUR NETWORKING
AND SECURITY
APPLICATIONS

September 26 - 28

Welcome to ELEVATE! 2017
technology user conference

ACCELERATE, RECORD, AND
DECODE YOUR NETWORK WORKLOADS

Network

Reimagine your business

We are pleased you are joining us for the two-day event.

RECORD YOUR NETWORK

Bringing Cloud-scale

TRAFFIC IN STANDARD
x86 SERVERS

benefits to your network

Location: Millennium Ballroom
For further assistance, please contact Napatech staff on site.

+

Dell MD14XX direct
attach storage

Extensible Architecture

Configuration
Pandion 20

Napatech Pandion
network recorder software

+

WITH ZERO PACKET LOSS
• 40 GigE line rate packet capture
• Lossless recording and write-to-disk
• Nanosecond timestamp accuracy
• Advanced indexing, hashing, search, retrieval

Security

Provided by Napatech

Dell R730XD server
configurations

DISCOVER THE POWER OF RECONFIGURABLE
FPGA SOLUTIONS IN STANDARD SERVERS

Pandion Flex
Recorder

+
Napatech
FPGA-based SmartNIC

+

CONTINUOUS MONITORING AND ANALYTICS
• Real-time Data for Performance Monitoring
• Nanosecond Precision Latency Measurement
@
• 1-200G Packet Capture with Zero Packet Loss

Pandion Flex
Storage Unit

Napatech Support

Bro

Dell Pro support

Commercial Applications

CYBERSECURITY FORENSICS ANALYSIS
• Fast Retrieval of Detailed Recorded Network Data
• Integrated with Splunk, Palo Alto, Suricata, Snort, Bro
• 40G Network Recording with Zero Packet Loss

Recorder

Homegrown IT

Napatech Pandion Flex Storage Units

DECODE YOUR NETWORK

Working together
to grow your business

TRAFFIC WITH ZERO
PACKET LOSS

Scalable to
Petabytes

Powered by Napatech SmartNIC
Full data visibility for instant threat analysis
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Milestone Systems is a global leader in video
management software. But more than that...

POSSIBLE
STARTS
HERE

In control
like never
before

We are experts
in possibility

POSSIBLE
STARTS
HERE

Critical Infrastructure

City Surveillance

Meet everyday challenges for a safer society

Meet everyday challenges for a safer society

POSSIBLE
STARTS
HERE

POSSIBLE
STARTS
HERE

Milestone
Interconnect™
Connect your remote sites with XProtect®
Corporate to gain central surveillance

2016

Interconnect overview

XProtect®
Corporate

XProtect®
Expert

XProtect®
Essential

Milestone
Arcus™
appliances

XProtect®
Enterprise

XProtect®
Professional

XProtect®
Express

XProtect Professional
VMS Products

48 cameras

Milestone
Husky™ NVR

XProtect Advanced
VMS Products

64 cameras
per server

Unlimited
number of
cameras

Unlimited
number of
cameras

Unlimited
number of
cameras

26 cameras
8 cameras

milestonesys.com

milestonesys.com
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APPLICATION
DRIVEN
NAPATECH’S RECONFIGURABLE
COMPUTING PLATFORM
Flexibly offloads, accelerates and secures standard servers based
on a broad set of FPGA software for leading IT applications.

Editors
Napatech A/S
Tobaksvejen 23A
2860 Søborg

NAPATECH
FPGA SmartNICs
FROM 1G TO 200G.
Our products capture all network data at high speed with zero packet loss.
With a portfolio that scales from 1 to 200G, we provide faster, more efficient
data delivery and enable real-time insight into network traffic.

EMPLOYEES

WORLDWIDE

LOCATIONS

FULLTIME

NATIONALITIES

WORLDWIDE

107

16
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WHY
NAPATECH?
RECONFIGURABLE
COMPUTING
The shift towards cloud networking, 5G and IoT
is disrupting the way applications and services
are created and deployed. With this disruption,
the gap between growing data processing
needs and available capacity is widening.
Reconfigurable computing is an evolution driven
by hyperscale cloud companies to address this
gap by combining the flexibility of software with
the high performance of hardware. By using
vastly flexible high-speed computing fabrics like
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) as a
complementary processing alternative,
compute intensive tasks can be offloaded,
assuring maximum server performance and
CPU utilization.
Napatech pioneered the use of reconfigurable
FPGA-powered acceleration hardware and
software for networking and security
applications. Our Reconfigurable Computing
PlatformTM runs on our family of highperformance SmartNICs and helps IT
organizations to support the growing number
of demanding software applications required
to do business today. By enhancing open and
standard servers, we improve services, boost
applications and bring hyperscale benefits to
networks of every size.

PPT præsentationer
Key Internet Trends
Fundamental Needs of Users

Napatech guarantees data
delivery to systems ensuring
quality and security of
the digital applications on which
we all rely

Napatech A/S © Copyright 2017

All services
moving to
the cloud

Right data All the data
without any data loss

Napatech
Recorders

Napatech
Virtualization

Smarter
real-time
Data delivery

Right data Capture all
and access relevant data
for analysis

Smarter
on-demand
Data delivery

Right data All the data
without any data loss

Smarter
virtualized
Data delivery

For network availability and security
solution providers, Napatech provides
the right data, at the right time to the
right place. Unlike other data delivery
solutions, Napatech’s Smarter Data
Delivery ensures faster, more efficient
and reliable delivery of data.

More
sophisticated
services and
usage

Stay connected

Faster
network
speeds

right time

Let’s work together

Right place The right CPU
core in the appliance server

Telecom
Operators

Right time In real time without delay

Right place The right external
analysis application

Data for assuring a
reliable and secure
mobile connectivity
experience

Right time On request from the application

Financial
Services

Data for
ensuring efficient,
secure and compliant
financial transactions

Cloud and
Data Center

Data for ensuring
the accessibility and
security of cloud
services

Infrastructure
and Defence

Data for systems
securing people and
critical national
infrastructure

Right place The right virtual
machine within the virtual server

Right time In real time without delay
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Key benefits
Napatech Network Accelerators

• World leader in Smarter Data Delivery Solutions
• 10+ years’ experience in accelerating network management and security applications
• Preferred choice of tier 1 vendors globally

Perfect real-time
system performance
for any link speed at
any time

• Public company NAPA.OL

Complete portfolio
from 1-200G

Scale inside the box
- multiple
accelerators in a
single server

Scale outside the
box – synchronize
multiple servers and
sites into a total
solution

Freedom to mixand-match speeds
without changing
software application

Bundle multiple
applications in the
same server –
proprietary or open
source

ONE API - ONE DEVELOPMENT - MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
= no need to
optimize your
software to keep up
– scale using CPU
cores
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= develop solutions
that connect to any
network, now and in
the future

= deliver highdensity solutions
that save rack space,
power, and cooling

= offer bigger, more
advanced, high-end
and network-wide
solutions

= deliver customized
solutions with no
added R&D costs

= offer more
powerful, multipurpose solutions in
the same server
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Bundle
multiple applications
200G

Intelligent data sharing between applications:

• Napatech Accelerators for all link speeds

2016 ETHERNET ROADMAP

• Multiple applications can receive and
transmit the same packets

• Uniform API and consistent feature set simplify
application development

• Zero-copy architecture enables efficient
data processing

• Hardware abstraction enables cost-efficient
creation of a complete solution portfolio

• Data is not replicated or copied –
applications share data resources

• Solution performance depends on the choice
of server, but real-time network performance
is guaranteed by the Napatech Accelerators

10G
1G

ONE API - ONE DEVELOPMENT - MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
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Napatech
at a glance

Complete portfolio
for COTS servers

40G
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PRODUCT PRESENTATION: ACCELERATORS

100G

right place

Deliver data
at the

Smarter data delivery
Enabling World-class Industry Solutions

Network speeds are trivial,
speed of change is not.
Napatech takes you ahead of
the curve in a world where
every bit of data matters.
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Smarter
data
delivery

Deliver data
to the

Exploding
volumes of
data
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right data

to the users

Be secure

Napatech products enable solutions
with smarter data
Napatech
Accelerators

Deliver the

Increasing
internet
dependence

NAPATECH HIGHLIGHTS • More than 100 employees worldwide • Offices in Denmark (HQ),
USA, Japan and Taiwan • Public company NAPA.OL

Document no.: DN-1051 Rev. 3
Created:
2017-07-03
1

Napatech and
Smarter Data Delivery
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